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Track Wordpress Stats on the iPhone and iPad with Numerics Dashboard App
Published on 10/08/14
Numerics, the on-the-go business dashboard app for the iPhone and iPad today introduces
integration with the popular blogging software Wordpress. The new integration enables
Wordpress users or self hosted Wordpress sites to quickly look at their visitors, views,
monitor top posts and discover top search terms of their site. Along with the Wordpress
integration, v1.2 also fixes the integration with the Stripe API and the layout of the
Widget Store on iOS8 devices.
Mumbai, India - Numerics, the business dashboard app to track KPIs, by Cynapse, introduces
a shiny new integration with the popular blogging software Wordpress. Numerics v1.2
enables Wordpress and self hosted Wordpress users to monitor their site stats on the go
using intuitive graphs, funnel lists, number tallies and more.
Numerics displays live analytics, engagement metrics, revenue, and more from over 20 cloud
services in customizable dashboards, giving professionals an invaluable window into the
numbers that matter most. Numerics not only benefits business users who are able to create
unlimited dashboards and track numbers important to them, but also adds value to the
services it integrates with by extending their information to their users' iOS devices.
Numerics already integrates with Google Analytics to provide site statistics and more. The
new integration enables users who use Wordpress analytics and would like to see them
alongside Google Analytics and other information in one unified view. Numerics comes with
5 carefully designed Wordpress widget packs. Users can try out the Wordpress integration
for free with the Basic Stats widget pack that presents the big totals for a Wordpress
blog or site, like all time Posts, Comments and Views. The Visitor Stats and View Stats
show a range of data enabling marketers to track the visitor and views trend, top posts
and pages, top referrers, top search terms and more. The Interaction Stats widget pack
gives an overview of how visitors engage with the site content and the Network Stats
widget pack is specially designed for the WP.com users to track their subscribers,
followers and more metrics.
Along with the Wordpress integration, v1.2 also fixes the integration with the Stripe API
and the layout of the Widget Store on iOS8 devices. A complete list of What's New in v1.2
is available on the App Store.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 17.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Numerics 1.2 is free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Business
Category. It is a free update for existing users and free to new users. Premium in-app
widget packs are available at variable pricing ranging from $1.99 to $99.99. Numerics is a
universal app - is available for the iPhone and the iPad. If you are a writer and have any
questions, please contact us.
Numerics 1.2:
http://www.cynapse.com/numerics
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/numerics-dashboards-to-visualize/id875319874
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What's New in v1.2:
http://cynapse.com/2014/10/track-wordpress-site-statistics-ios-devices-numerics/
Screenshot:
http://cynapse.com/2014/09/numerics-now-free-adds-custom-json-integration-track-businessmetrics-internal-business-systems
App Icon:
http://cynapse.com/wp-content/uploads/Icon-Numerics-Website.png
Media Assets:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tu2p5cm9eqv6msq/AAAkRvASYs36Wd3mxgPepft4a

Headquartered in Mumbai, India, Cynapse invents software products that benefit fundamental
aspects of everyday life. Its mission is to evolve the way people create, consume and
communicate various forms of information. Cynapse is the creator of open source Enterprise
2.0 software Cyn.in, provider of the realtime collaboration software Sync.in and inventor
of Numerics, Localscope and Phlo for the iOS and Mac platforms. Over 10,000 businesses and
institutions and millions of users across the world benefit using Cynapse technology.
Copyright (C) 2014 Cynapse. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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